Latest advances in molecular topology applications for drug discovery.
Molecular topology (MT) has emerged in recent years as a powerful approach for the in silico generation of new drugs. In the last decade, its application has become more and more popular among the leading research groups in the field of quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) and drug design. This has, in turn, contributed to the rapid development of new techniques and applications of MT in QSAR studies, as well as the introduction of new topological indices. This review collates the main innovative techniques in the field of MT and provides a description of the novel topological indices recently introduced, through an exhaustive recompilation of the most significant works carried out by the leading research groups in the field of drug design and discovery. The objective is to show the importance of MT methods combined with the effectiveness of the descriptors. Recent years have witnessed a remarkable rise in QSAR methods based on MT and its application to drug design. New methodologies have been introduced in the area such as QSAR multi-target, Markov networks or perturbation methods. Moreover, novel topological indices, such as Bourgas' descriptors and other new concepts as the derivative of a graph or cliques capable to distinguish between conformers, have also been introduced. New drugs have also been discovered, including anticonvulsants, anineoplastics, antimalarials or antiallergics, just to name a few. In the authors' opinion, MT and QSAR have moved from an attractive possibility to representing a foundation stone in the process of drug discovery.